Young Dentists Forum
Speaker Contest Guidelines

Participation Guidelines

Each NDA can propose a candidate, but the contest is limited to 20 applicants (first come first served).

NDA willing to participate must contact FDI Head Office to receive a unique access to the submission portal.

Portal will open on 05 February at 11:00 am Swiss time and will close on 28 March at 11 am Swiss time, unless the maximum limit of candidates (20) is reached before. NDA are therefore encouraged to submit their applicant as soon as possible in the system. NDA can only submit one candidate.

Candidate must not have finished his/her basic dental education for more than 10 years.

Application must contain:
- A CV including evidence of preliminary speaking experience
- A picture
- A lecture proposal including an abstract and 3 learning objectives
- A 15-minute video of the proposed lecture presentation

The winner selection will be done by FDI Education Committee and will be based on following criteria:
1. Topic relevant to clinical practice
2. Evidence-based presentation
3. Audio-visual quality
4. Presentation skill including excellent command of English
5. Ability to capture the attention of the audience
The winner(s) will be given the opportunity to give a 45-minutes lecture during the Young Dentists Forum, scheduled within the next FDI World Dental Congress in Istanbul.

FDI will cover the speaker travel costs, including:
- a return plane ticket in economy
- 3-night accommodation at the headquarter hotel
- 85CHF per diem for every night spent at FDI WDC (including possible travel nights)
- Congress registration fee
- VIP reception ticket

The NDA will have no cost to cover.